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1. INTRODUCTION
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where
p , r , q are twice differentiable functions with fixed sign on 0, ` ,.
H .
that is, p t / 0, r t / 0, q t / 0 for t g 0, ` . .  .  . .
We just note that the regularity assumptions on the functions p, r, q are
considered for the sake of simplicity. Namely, if p, r, q are continuous on
w .  .0, ` , then Eq. E can be interpreted as a first order linear differential1
 .system. In this case a solution of Eq. E is a function x with continuous1
derivative and continuous second and third quasiderivative x w2x, x w3x, where
w2x .   .  .. w3x .  w2x  ..x t s x9 t rr t 9, x t s x rp t 9.
 .We recall that a nontrivial solution of Eq. E is said to be oscillatory or1
nonoscillatory according to whether it does or does not have arbitrarily
 .large zeros. Equation E is said to be oscillatory if it has at least one1
nontrivial oscillatory solution, and nonoscillatory if all of its solutions are
nonoscillatory. In addition an oscillatory equation is said to be either a
partially oscillatory equation or a completely oscillatory equation according to
whether it has at least one nonoscillatory solution or all of its nontrivial
solutions are oscillatory.
The investigation of the oscillatory or nonoscillatory behavior of solu-
 .tions of Eq. E or, more generally, of the equation1
x- q a t x0 q b t x9 q c t x s 0, 1 .  .  .  .
w .where a, b, c are real continuous functions on 0, ` , is often accomplished
by dividing the considered equations in particular classes.
 . w .For instance, when c t / 0 on 0, ` , some authors introduce for
 .equations of type 1 the notion of an equation with property A and an
 w x.  .equation with property B see, e.g., 24 . More precisely, Eq. 1 is said to
be an equation with property A if every solution x is either oscillatory or
 i. .  .satisfies the condition x t ª 0 as t ª `, i s 0, 1, 2; Eq. 1 is said to be
an equation with property B if every solution x is either oscillatory or
<  i. . <satisfies the condition x t ª ` as t ª `, i s 0, 1, 2.
Sufficient conditions concerning the property A or the property B have
been given by several authors. A comprehensive list of references on this
w xsubject may be found in 1, 24 . The above classification has been extended
in several directions to linear and nonlinear equations of nth order.
wAmong the wide literature on this field, we refer the reader to 1, 3, 24,
x26 , and references therein.
Another basic classification concerning third order linear differential
w xequations has been employed, in an implicit form, by Sansone 28 and
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w x  .later on has been formalized by Hanan 21 . We recall that Eq. 1 is said
 .  .  .to be of class I if every solution x for which x t s x9 t s 0, x0 t ) 0,0 0 0
 .  .  .0 - t - `, has the property that x t ) 0 in 0, t ; Eq. 1 is said to be of0 0
 .  .  .class II if every solution x for which x t s x9 t s 0, x0 t ) 0,0 0 0
 .  .0 - t - `, has the property that x t ) 0 in t , ` .0 0
In the literature there are numerous papers dealing with such a classifi-
w x w xcation: we refer the reader to 5]7, 23, 27 and to 18, 30 for an extensive
bibliography.
The interest on such equations is caused by their considerable proper-
ties, especially as regards oscillation or nonoscillation conditions. Exam-
ples of equations of class I or of class II are equations with constant
 .  .  . w xcoefficients and equations of type E with p t ' r t ' 1 31 .1
In this paper, we prove, in particular, that if p, r, q are positive
w .  .functions on 0, ` , then Eq. E is of class I; if p, r, yq are positive1
w .  .functions on 0, ` , then Eq. E is of class II. Using this property and a1
 . w xprevious result Correspondence Principle stated in 9 for equations of
higher order, we derive some criteria on the structure of the space of the
 .solutions of Eq. E . In addition, some conditions concerning oscillation1
and nonoscillation results are also given. All the conditions are presented
as integral criteria and involve only the integral behavior of the functions
w .p, r, q on 0, ` .
wThe obtained results generalize well known oscillation criteria 24, 29,
x  .  .  .31 and extend to Eq. E some criteria stated for Eq. 1 with a t ' 01
w x  .  .  . w x21 and for Eq. E with p t ' r t ' 1 31 .1
Relations and comparison with other known results will be made
throughout the paper. Related results may be obtained from many papers
 w xconcerning linear equations of nth order see, e.g., 9, 16]17, 26 and from
 w x.nonlinear equations see, e.g. 15, 19]20 .
The plan of the paper is the following: in Section 1 we recall the quoted
Correspondence Principle and some known results which will be useful in
the following. In Section 2 we give sufficient conditions in order for Eq.
 .E to be of class I or of class II, together with a first application to the1
 .study of the structure of the space of solutions of Eq. E . Finally, in1
Sections 3 and 4 we present some integral criteria concerning the nonoscil-
 .lation and oscillation of Eq. E , respectively.1
 :1
w xIn a recent paper 9 , a ‘‘Correspondence Principle’’ for equations of
higher order has been presented. For n s 3 such a result states some
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 .relations between the solutions of Eq. E and the solutions of equations1
1 1 9 9y9 q r t y s 0, E .  .2 5 /q t p t .  .
1 1 9 9z9 q p t z s 0, E .  .3 5 /r t q t .  .
obtained by means of an ordered cyclic permutation of the coefficients p,
 .r, q of Eq. E . Such a result plays an important role in the study of the1
classification of solutions as well as in the theory of disconjugacy.
In order to recall the above-mentioned principle, we now introduce
some notation. Denote by S , i s 1, 2, 3, the linear space of solutions ofi
 .Eq. E , and by O and N two subsets of S given by the oscillatoryi i i i
 .solutions and nonoscillatory solutions of Eq. E , respectively.i
w xIn 9 , the following definition is posed:
DEFINITION. The spaces S , S , i, j s 1, 2, 3, are said to be isomorphici j
with respect to the oscillation if there exists an isomorphism L : S ª Si j i j
which keeps the oscillatory properties of the solutions, that is
g g O « L g g O , g g N « L g g N . .  .i i j j i i j j
In this case the operator L is said to be an isomorphism of oscillation.i j
It is obvious to note that if the spaces S , S , i, j s 1, 2, 3, are isomor-i j
phic with respect to the oscillation, then L maps O in O and N in N .i j i j i j
Hence the existence of an isomorphism of oscillation between the spaces
S , S enables us to describe the oscillatory or nonoscillatory behavior ofi j
 .the solutions of Eq. E by the oscillatory or nonoscillatory behavior of thei
 .solutions of Eq. E , and vice versa.j
 .The following lemma gives a relation between Eqs. E . Such a relationi
has been used already in the study of stability of linear equations of higher
w xorder 25 :
 .  .LEMMA 1. Assume condition H . If x is a solution of Eq. E , then1
 .  .  . . .y s 1rr x9 is a solution of Eq. E , z s 1rp 1rr x9 9 is a solution of2
 .  . . . . 4  .Eq. E , and w s 1rq 1rp 1rr x9 9 9 is a solution of Eq. E .3 1
Let L , L , L be the first order differential operators1 2 3
1
L : S ª S L x t s x9 t .  .  .1 1 2 1 r t .
1
L : S ª S L y t s y9 t .  .  .2 2 3 2 p t .
1
L : S ª S L z t s z9 t . .  .  .3 3 1 3 q t .
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w x.The following holds 9 :
CORRESPONDENCE PRINCIPLE. The operators L , i s 1, 2, 3, are isomor-i
phisms of oscillation.
As consequence of the Correspondence Principle, the linear spaces S ,i
i s 1, 2, 3, have the same structure with respect to oscillation or nonoscilla-
tion.
w x  .  .Hence oscillation nonoscillation criteria for Eqs. E ] E may imme-2 3
w x  .diately be transformed in oscillation nonoscillation criteria for Eq. E .1
This fact enables us to easily obtain some new results about oscillation or
 .nonoscillation of Eq. E that may be hard to prove directly.1
We recall that the above Correspondence Principle extends an analo-
w xgous principle, the ‘‘Duality Principle’’ stated in 8 , for the self-adjoint
second order linear differential equation.
 .We also obtain, as a straightforward consequence, that Eq. E is1
 .  .completely oscillatory if and only if Eqs. E and E are completely2 3
 .  .oscillatory, and Eq. E is partially oscillatory if and only if Eqs. E and1 2
 .E are partially oscillatory. Other applications of the Correspondence3
 .Principle to the study of oscillation of Eq. E will be given in the1
following.
We conclude this section with the following properties of equations of
 .class I or II and with some relations among Eq. E and the equation1
1 1 d9 9 Uu9 y q t u s 0 9 s E .  .1 / /r t p t dt .  .
 . w xwhich is called the adjoint equation of Eq. E 11 . We recall that, if x ,1 1
 .  . X X .x are two independent solutions of Eq. E , then u s 1rr x x y x x2 1 1 2 1 2
 U .is a solution of Eq. E . The following holds:1
 .PROPOSITION 1. Assume condition H . Then
 .  .a If Eq. E is oscillatory and of class I, then e¨ery solution of Eq.1
 .E with a zero is oscillatory.1
 .  .b If Eq. E is of class II, then e¨ery solution with a double zero is1
nonoscillatory.
 .  .  .c If Eq. E is both of class I and of class II, then Eq. E is1 1
nonoscillatory.
 .  .  .d If Eq. E is of class I, then Eq. E has nonoscillatory solutions.1 1
 . w x  .Proof. Claim a is proved in 21 . Claim b follows immediately from
 .  .the definition of an equation of class II. Claim c follows from Claim a
 .  . w xand Claim b . For the proof of Claim d we refer the reader to 23 .
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w x  .  .PROPOSITION 2 21 . Assume condition H . Then Eq. E is of class I if1
 U .and only if equation E is of class II.1
 U .  .Since the adjoint equation of Eq. E is Eq. E , from Proposition 2 we1 1
 .  U .obtain that Eq. E is of class II if and only if Eq. E is of class I.1 1
w x  .  .PROPOSITION 3 14 . Assume condition H . Then Eq. E is oscillatory if1
 U .and only if Eq. E is oscillatory.1
w xWe remark that an analogous result was proved in 21 by Hanan for the
 .more general third order linear equation 1 , by assuming, in addition, that
 .Eq. 1 is of class I or II.
 :2
 .In this section first we give sufficient conditions for Eq. E to be of1
 .class I or of class II. As already assumed in condition H , the coefficients
p, r, q have fixed sign. Concerning the sign of every single coefficient, the
possible situations are eight, but it is straightforward to see that with
 .respect to Eq. E there are only two significant ones, namely1
p , r , q positive in 0, ` ; H.  .1
p , r , yq positive in 0, ` . H.  .2
Both cases are now considered. The following holds:
 .  .THEOREM 1. If condition H holds, then Eq. E is of class I.1 1
 .Proof. Assume that Eq. E does not belong to the class I. Then for1
 .  .  .some a ) 0 there exists a solution x of Eq. E with x a s x9 a s1
 .  .  .0, x0 a ) 0 which vanishes in 0, a . Let b, 0 - b - a, such that x b s 0,
 .  .  .x t / 0 for t g b, a . Then there exists c, b - c - a, such that x9 c s 0,
 .  .  .  .x9 t / 0 for t g c, a . By integrating Eq. E in t, a , t - a, we obtain1
X
a1 1 1 1 9
? x9 t q q s x s ds s x9 t .  .  .  .Hp a r t p t r t .  .  .  .ttsa
or
a 1 9w2xp t x a q p t q s x s ds s x9 t , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H r t .t
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Xw2x .   ..  .  .where x a s 1rp a ? 1rr t x9 t tsa. By integrating 2 in t, a .  . .
we have
a a a
w2xx a p s ds q p s q u x u du ds .  .  .  .  .H H H
t t s
1 1
s x9 a y x9 t . .  .
r a r t .  .
For t s c we get
a a a
w2xx a p s ds q p s q u x u du ds .  .  .  .  .H H H
c c s
1 1
s x9 a y x9 c s 0. 3 .  .  .
r a r c .  .
 .  .Since x9 a s 0 and x0 a ) 0, we have
X
1 1 1 1 r 9 a .w2xx a s ? x9 t s ? x0 a y x9 a .  .  .  .2p a r t p a r a r a .  .  .  .  .tsa
1
s x0 a ) 0. .
p a r a .  .
 .Then, taking into account that x, p, q are positive functions in c, a , from
 .3 we obtain a contradiction.
Remark 1. It is actually possible to give a more general definition of an
equation of class I and II, in the case when the functions p, r, q satisfy
weaker assumptions than the ones quoted at the beginning of this paper.
Theorem 1 is still valid in this case, with minor changes.
w xRemark 2. In 2 some classes of solutions of three differential inequal-
ities are investigated. The previous Theorem 1 may also be obtained, with
w xa different argument, from Theorem 1 and Remark 5 in 2 .
w .  .  .If the functions p, r, q are positive in 0, ` , then also Eqs. E and E2 3
are of class I.
An analogous result concerning equations of class II holds:
 .  .THEOREM 2. If condition H holds, then Eq. E is of class II.2 1
 U .Proof. From Theorem 1, the adjoint Eq. E is of class I. Because the1
 U .  .adjoint equation of Eq. E is Eq. E , from Proposition 2 we get the1 1
assertion.
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 .Theorems 1 and 2 extend previous results stated for Eq. E with1
 .  . w xp t ' r t ' 1 31 .
We are now able to state some interesting results on the structure of
w xthe space S . From a result in 13 , the space S always contains a two-1 1
dimensional subspace either of oscillatory solutions or of nonoscillatory
 .ones. Clearly, if Eq. E is nonoscillatory, then the structure of the space1
of solutions is completely determined. We are going to consider the
 .remaining two cases, that is, the cases in which Eq. E is either com-1
pletely oscillatory or partially oscillatory. The following holds:
 .  .PROPOSITION 4. Assume condition H . Then Eq. E is ne¨er completely1
oscillatory.
Proof. As already emphasized, there are only two significant possibili-
 .ties concerning the sign of every single coefficient, namely, the cases H1
 .  .  .and H . If H holds, then from Theorem 1 Eq. E is of class I, and if2 1 1
 .  .H holds, then from Theorem 2 Eq. E is of class II. In both cases,2 1
 .from Proposition 1 it follows that Eq. E is nonoscillatory or partially1
oscillatory.
w xFrom a result in 12 , we can now state the following:
 .  .THEOREM 3. Assume condition H and let Eq. E be partially oscilla-1
tory. Then the space S contains a two-dimensional subspace W of oscilla-1 1
 .tory solutions. In addition, if H holds, then there exists x g O , x f W .1 1 1
 .  .Proof. At first assume that condition H holds. Then Eq. E is of1 1
 U .class I and so Eq. E is of class II. From Proposition 3 we obtain that Eq.1
 U . w xE is partially oscillatory. Hence, from a result in 12 , the linear space of1
solutions of its adjoint equation contains a two-dimensional subspace W1
of oscillatory solutions. Hence, the assertion follows by taking into account
 U .  .that the adjoint equation of Eq. E is Eq. E .1 1
 .  .Now assume that condition H holds. Then Eq. E is of class II and2 1
its adjoint equation is of class I. Hence, from Proposition 3, it is partially
oscillatory. By the same argument as that above, the first assertion follows.
 .In order to complete the proof, let us show that if H holds, then there1
w x  .  .exists x g O , x f W . Reasoning as in 6 , let x s x t , x s x t be a1 1 1 1 2 2
 .basis for the subspace W , and let x s x t be a nonoscillatory solution of1
 .  .  .  .Eq. E , x t / 0 for t g a, ` , a G 0, and let b g a, ` such that1
 .  .x b / 0. Now consider the solution x of Eq. E given by1 3 1
yx b .1
x t s x t q x t . 4 .  .  .  .3 1 x b .
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 .  .Since x b s 0, from Proposition 1 a we get that x is oscillatory. Let us3 3
prove, by contradiction, that x f W . If x g W , then there exist3 1 3 1
2 2  .l , l g R, l q l / 0, such that x s l x q l x . From 4 we obtain1 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 2
yx b .1
l y 1 x q l x s x t 5 .  .  .1 1 2 2 x b .
 .which is a contradiction because the right side of 5 is a nonoscillatory
 .solution of Eq. E and the left one is an oscillatory solution. The proof is1
now complete.
 .Remark 3. If condition H holds, then the set of oscillatory solutions2
O may be exactly a two-dimensional subspace of S , i.e., it may happen1 1
 .that there do not exist solutions x of Eq. E such that x g O , x f W , as1 1 1
equations with constant coefficient show.
Concerning the nonoscillatory solutions, the following holds:
 .  .THEOREM 4. Assume condition H and let Eq. E be partially oscilla-1
tory. Then S cannot contain a two-dimensional subspace of nonoscillatory1
solutions.
 U .Proof. From Proposition 3, Eq. E is partially oscillatory. Assume1
that the space S contains a two-dimensional subspace of nonoscillatory1
w x  U .solutions. From a result in 12 , Eq. E is either nonoscillatory or1
completely oscillatory, which is a contradiction.
 .  .It is obvious that the above results are still valid for Eqs. E and E .2 3
 :3
We state now some nonoscillation criteria which extend previous results
w xin 21, 31 . The following holds:
 .THEOREM 5. Assume condition H . If1
` st
q t r s p u du ds dt - `, 6 .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
 .then Eq. E is nonoscillatory.1
Proof. Let a ) 0 such that
` st
q t r s p u du ds dt - 1 .  .  .H H H
a a a
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 .  . w1x . w2x .and let x be a solution of Eq. E such that x a s x a s 0, x a s 1,1
where
X
1 1 1
w1x w2xx a s x9 a , x a s ? x9 t . .  .  .  .
r a p a r t .  .  . tsa
 .  .Integrating Eq. E three times in a, t , with t ) a, we obtain1
st tw1x w2xx t s x a q x a r s ds q x a r s p u du ds .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H H
a a a
s ut
y r s p u q ¨ x ¨ d¨ du ds. 7 .  .  .  .  .H H H
a a a
 .Then from 7 we have
s s ut t
x t s r s p u du ds y r s p u q ¨ x ¨ d¨ du ds. 8 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H H H H
a a a a a
 .  .Assume that Eq. E is oscillatory. Equation E being of class I, then, by1 1
 .  .virtue of Proposition 1 a , x is oscillatory. Let b ) a such that x b s 0
 .  .  .  .and x t ) 0 for t g a, b . Hence from 8 we obtain for t g a, b that
st
x t F r s p u du ds. 9 .  .  .  .H H
a a
 .  .  .Taking into account that x b s 0, again from 8 and 9 we get
s s ub b
0 s x b s r s p u du ds y r s p u q ¨ x ¨ d¨ du ds .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H H H H
a a a a a
s ub
s r s p u 1 y q ¨ x ¨ d¨ du ds .  .  .  .H H H /a a a
s u ¨b u
G r s p u 1 y q ¨ r u p t dt du d¨ du ds, .  .  .  .  .H H H H H /a a a a a
which is a contradiction since
s ` sb t t
q t r s p u du ds dt - q t r s p u du ds dt - 1. .  .  .  .  .  .H H H H H H
a a a a a a
 .  .  . `  .Remark 4. If p t ' r t ' 1, then condition 6 implies H q t dt - `0
`  . w xand H tq t dt - `. Thus Theorem 5 extends a previous result in 31 . We0
 .  . `  .note also that if p t ' r t ' 1, then the condition H tq t dt s ` is0
w xsufficient for existence of at least one oscillatory solution 31 .
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 .If condition H holds, then we have the following:2
 .THEOREM 6. Assume condition H . If2
` st
q t p s r u du ds dt ) y`, .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
 .then Eq. E is nonoscillatory.1
 U .  U .Proof. Applying Theorem 5 to Eq. E , we obtain that Eq. E is1 1
nonoscillatory. The assertion now follows from Proposition 3.
 .Applying the Correspondence Principle to Eq. E , we obtain the1
following:
 .  .  .THEOREM 7. i Assume condition H . Then Eq. E is nonoscillatory1 1
in the case any of the following conditions is satisfied:
` st
a p t q s r u du ds dt - `, .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
` st
b r t p s q u du ds dt - `. .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
 .  .  .ii Assume condition H . Then Eq. E is nonoscillatory in the case2 1
any of the following conditions is satisfied:
` st
a p t r s q u du ds dt ) y`, .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
` st
b r t q s p u du ds dt ) y`. .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
We conclude this section with an interesting consequence concerning
the nonoscillatory solutions. We recall that a nonoscillatory solution x of
 .  w x.Eq. E is said to be a Kneser solution see, e.g., 24 or a completely1
 w x.monotone solution see, e.g., 22 if there exists t G 0 such that for t G t0 0
k ky1 x t D x t ) 0, k s 0, 1, 2 10 .  .  .  .  .
k .where D x denotes the kth quasiderivative of x defined as
1 d
0 1 0D x t s x t , D x t s D x t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .
r t dt .
1 d
2 1D x t s D x t . 11 .  .  .  .  .
p t dt .
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w xSeveral criteria for existence of Kneser solutions may be found in 22 for
w xthe linear case and in 1, 4, 24 for the nonlinear one.
Assume conditions
` `
p t dt s r t dt s `. 12 .  .  .H H
0 0
w xThen, a classical result of Kiguradze, extended later by Elias 24, p. 43
 w x.see also 9, 26 , states that
 .  .  .a if H holds, then every nonoscillatory solution of Eq. E is1 1
either a Kneser solution or satisfies for t ) t G 00
x t Dk x t ) 0 k s 0, 1, 2; 13 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .b if H holds, then Eq. E does not have Kneser solutions.2 1
The following holds:
 .COROLLARY 1. Assume conditions H . Then the set of Kneser solutions1
 .of Eq. E is a nonempty subspace of S in case any of the following1 1
conditions is satisfied:
` ` ` st
i p t dt s r t dts`, q t r s p u du ds dt - `. .  .  .  .  .  .H H H H H
0 0 0 0 0
` ` ` st
ii p t dt s q t dts`, r t p s q u du ds dt - `. .  .  .  .  .  .H H H H H
0 0 0 0 0
` ` ` st
iii q t dt s r t dts`, p t q s r u du ds dt - `. .  .  .  .  .  .H H H H H
0 0 0 0 0
 wProof. A well-known result of Hartman and Wintner see, e.g., 22,
x.  .  .Chap. XIV, Theorem 2.1 states that, if H holds, then Eq. E has1 1
Kneser solutions.
 .Assume conditions i . From Theorem 5, every nontrivial solution x of
 .  .Eq. E is nonoscillatory. Since 12 holds, then x satisfies, for t ) t G1 0
 .  .  .0, either 10 or 13 . Let us show that solutions satisfying 13 are
unbounded.
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 .  .Let x be a solution of Eq. E satisfying 13 . Without loss of general-1
 .  .ity, we may assume that x t ) 0 from t ) t . From 13 we have0
1 1
x9 t ) x9 t .  .0r t r t .  .0
or
1 t
x t ) x t q x9 t r s ds . .  .  .  .H0 0r t . t0 0
 .Hence, by 12 , we get that x is unbounded. Now the assertion easily
 .follows, because solutions satisfying 10 are bounded.
 .Assume now conditions ii . Reasoning as above, we get that the set of
 .Kneser solutions of Eq. E is a nonempty subspace of S . From2 2
w xCorollary 3 in 9 , we obtain the assertion.
 .Finally, if conditions iii are satisfied, then the assertion follows using a
similar argument.
 :4
 .In this section we prove some oscillation theorems for Eq. E which1
 w x.generalize a well-known result see, e.g., 21, 31 . The following holds:
 .THEOREM 8. Assume condition H . If1
` ` ` t
p t dt s r t dt s q t r s ds dt s `, .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
 .then Eq. E is partially oscillatory.1
 .Proof. From Proposition 4, Eq. E is never completely oscillatory.1
 . w xAssume that Eq. E is nonoscillatory. According to a result in 10 , Eq.1
 .  .E has nonoscillatory solutions x which satisfy 13 for all large t.1
 . 1 . .Without loss of generality, we may assume that x t ) 0, D x t ) 0,
2 . . k . .  .D x t ) 0 for t ) t G 0, where D x t is defined in 11 . Integrating0
 .  .Eq. E on t , t , t ) t , we obtain1 0 0
1 1 1 1 t9 9x9 t y x9 t q q s x s ds s 0 .  .  .  .H /  / /p t r t p t r t .  .  .  . tts t 00
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2 . .or, since D x t ) 0,
X
1 1 t
x9 t ) q s x s ds. 14 .  .  .  .H / /p t r t .  . t0ts t0
1 .Since D x is a positive increasing function, reasoning as in the proof of
Corollary 1, we have
1 t
x t ) x t q x9 t r s ds . .  .  .  .H0 0r t . t0 0
 .From 14 we get
1 1 9x9 t . / /p t r t .  . ts t0
s1t
) q s x t q x9 t r s ds ds .  .  .  .H H0 0 /r t .t t00 0
s1 t
) x9 t q s r s ds ds. 15 .  .  .  .H H0r t . t t0 0 0
 .As t ª `, 15 gives a contradiction.
Such a result agrees with oscillation results stated for equations of type
 .  .  . w x w xE with p t ' r t ' 1 in 21, 31 , and for nonlinear equations in 3, 7 .1
 w x.  .Remark 5. A well-known criterion see, e.g., 9, 24 states that Eq. E1
`  . `  . `  .is oscillatory if H q t dt s H p t dt s H r t dt s `. Obviously, if0 0 0
`  . `  . t  .H q t dt s `, then H q t H r s ds dt s `. Hence Theorem 8 extends0 0 0
such a result.
 .If condition H holds, then we have the following:2
 .THEOREM 9. Assume condition H . If2
` `
p t dts r t dt s ` .  .H H
0 0
` t
q t p s ds dt s y`, .  .H H
0 0
 .then Eq. E is partially oscillatory.1
 U .  U .Proof. Applying Theorem 8 to Eq. E , we obtain that Eq. E is1 1
oscillatory. The assertion now follows from Propositions 3 and 4.
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 .Applying the Correspondence Principle to Eq. E , we obtain the1
following:
 .  .  .THEOREM 10. i Assume condition H . Then Eq. E is partially1 1
oscillatory in the case any of the following conditions is satisfied:
` ` ` t
a q t dt s p t dt s r t p s ds dt s `, .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
` ` ` t
b r t dt s q t dt s p t q s ds dt s `. .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
 .  .  .ii Assume condition H . Then Eq. E is partially oscillatory in the2 1
case any of the following conditions is satisfied:
` ` `t
a q t dt s r t q s ds dt s y`, p t dt s ` .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
` ` `t
b r t dt s p t r s ds dt s `, q t dt s y`. .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
We conclude this section with some consequences of the above results.
 .  .Assume condition H . From Theorem 1, Eq. E is of class I, and1 1
 .from Proposition 1 we get that Eq. E has nonoscillatory solutions. In1
 .addition, if Eq. E is oscillatory, then every solution with a zero is1
oscillatory.
Some properties concerning the qualitative behavior of oscillatory and
 .nonoscillatory solutions of Eq. E are given by the following:1
 .COROLLARY 2. Assume conditions H . If one of the following condi-1
tions
` ` ` t
i p t dt s r t dt s q t r s ds dt s `, .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
` ` ` t
ii q t dt s p t dt s r t p s ds dt s `, .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
` ` ` t
iii r t dt s q t dt s p t q s ds dt s `, .  .  .  .  .H H H H
0 0 0 0
is satisfied, then:
 .  .  .a e¨ery solution x of Eq. E , which ¨erifies at some t G 01 0
x t s 0 16 .  .0 1
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or
x9 t s 0 16 .  .0 2
or
X
1
x9 t s 0, 16 .  .3 /r t . ts t0
is oscillatory;
 .  .b e¨ery nonoscillatory solution of Eq. E is a Kneser solution on the1
w .whole half-axis 0, ` .
Proof.
 .  .Claim a . From Theorems 8 and 10, Eqs. E , i s 1, 2, 3, are oscilla-i
 .  .  .tory. Let x be a solution of Eq. E verifying Eq. 16 . Since Eq. E is1 1 1
 .of class I, from Proposition 1 a x is oscillatory.
 .  .Assume now that x is a solution of Eq. E verifying 16 . Then1 2
 .   ..  .  .y t s 1rr t x9 t is a solution of Eq. E . Taking into account that y2
 .vanishes at t s t and Eq. E is of class I and oscillatory, we obtain that0 2
y is oscillatory. Applying the Correspondence Principle, we get again the
assertion.
 .  .Finally, if x is a solution of Eq. E verifying 16 , then the assertion1 3
follows by using a similar argument.
 .  .Claim b . Assume conditions i and let x be a nonoscillatory solution
 .  .of Eq. E . Equation E being oscillatory, from the quoted result of1 1
w xChanturia 10 there exists t G 0 such that x is a Kneser solution on0
w .t , ` . If, by contradiction, t ) 0, then there exists t, 0 F t - t , such that0 0 0
 .  .x9 t s 0. From the claim a , x is oscillatory, which is a contradiction.
 .  .If conditions ii or iii hold, then the assertion follows from the
Correspondence Principle and using an argument similar to that above.
 .  .Assume condition H and let x , i s 1, 2, 3, be the solution of Eq. E1 i 1
 .  . which satisfies conditions 16 . If Eq. E is oscillatory i.e., for example,i 1
.if assumptions of Theorems 6 or 7 are satisfied , then a basis for the space
 .S is given by the functions x , i s 1, 2, 3. Hence Eq. E has a basis1 i 1
composed of oscillatory solutions. Note that the same result may be
obtained from Theorem 4.
 .  .If condition H holds, then from Theorem 2, Eq. E is of class II and2 1
  ..so every solution with a double zero is nonoscillatory Proposition 1 b .
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Hence it is straightforward to show that every solution x, which verifies at
.some t G 0 one of the following conditions0
X
1
x t s 0 x9 t s 0 x9 t s 1 17 .  .  .  .0 0 1 /r t . ts t0
X
1
x t s 1 x9 t s 0 x9 t s 0 17 .  .  .  .0 0 2 /r t . ts t0
X
1
x t s 0 x9 t s 1 x9 t s 0 17 .  .  .  .0 0 3 /r t . ts t0
 .is nonoscillatory. Then Eq. E has a basis of nonoscillatory solutions.1
 .Remark 6. Assume conditions H and let x , i s 1, 2, 3, be the2 i
 .  .  .solution of Eq. E which satisfies conditions 17 . If Eq. E is oscilla-1 i 1
 .tory i.e., for example, if assumptions of Theorems 6 or 7 are satisfied ,
then, taking into account Theorem 4, there exists nontrivial linear combi-
nations of x which are oscillatory.i
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